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7 health topics: 
1. Hydration
2. Physical activity recommendations





Quiz on back ergonomics (10 
questions)
At the sport hall, when I have to carry a bench 
with a friend ... 
A. ... I lean forward to grab it and straight up to 
lift it. 
B. ... I raise it without thinking.
C. ... I bend my legs to grab him and hold them 
to lift him.
Use of bottles of water
• Show the amount of water to be ingested 
daily using bottles
• Does it differ by sex?
• Does it differ when playing sports or 
physical activity?
• What consequences if you do not drink 
enough? Can we drink too much water?
• Show how much soda should be ingested 
daily
• Pyramid of hydration
Brainstorming by groups on sleep 
and sharing of ideas
1. Why is it so important to sleep well?
2. Name 3 good habits to sleep well
3. Name 3 bad habits that prevent you from 
sleeping well
4. How many hours would it be ideal to sleep 
per night?
True / False about 
recommendations and definition of 
physical activity 
1. Define the concept "physical activity" 
(distinction physical activity-sport, 5 
dimensions of physical activity)
2. True or false
• I must be active at least 1 hour every day, 
even on weekends. T-F
• 10 minutes of physical activity is not 
enough to have positive effects on health. 
T-F
Methodology ‐ Health education activities 
































































« I joined a taekwondo club » ‐ E88, C5 « I realised a track & field internship » ‐ E87, C5
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Health good practices ‐ Breathing
« I know how to calm down when I 
feel anxious » ‐ E113, C7
« I have learned how to breathe 
when I run » ‐ E129,C7
« I take 1 min. to control my 
breathing after an effort» E77,C5
Health good practices ‐ Food
« I take one fruit everyday instead of 
candies » ‐ E111, C7
« I have not eaten crisps and 
groceries since Monday » ‐ E129,C7
« I frequently avoid sugar in the 
morning now» ‐ E5, C1
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Health good practices – Back ergonomics
« I pay attention no to 
curve my back» ‐ E13, C1
« I use my legs to carry 
something heavy» ‐ E27, C2
« I only take what I really 
need at school » ‐ E169, C8
« I removed my heavy 
books» ‐ E170, C8
Health good practices – Sleep
« I go to bed 30 minutes 
earlier everyday » ‐ E13, C1
« I don’t look at my mobile 
phone before going to bed» ‐
E3, C1
« Less lights in my 
bedroom» ‐ E40, C2
29‐06‐19
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Conclusion
« Less lights in my 
bedroom» ‐ E40, C2
Pleasure
Achievement
Movement
Interaction
Autonomy
(Cloes, 2017)
 Health education activities
 Health good practices sharing 
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Next steps
 Curriculum adaptation in Wallonia :
 PE teachers will have to raise children awareness about food, nutrition and impact of addictions
 ObLoMoV methodology should be integrated among tools proposed to the teachers
 To be effective :
1. PE Teacher engagement
2. Collaboration with the parents
Enables concrete adaptations of lifestyle and increases accountability
(Lewallen et al., 2014)
Parents’ engagement = necessary to 
promote health at school
